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SharePoint 2010 Development with Silverlight (Microsoft .Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This book is for every SharePoint developer who wants to build state-of-the-art solutions with Silverlight—within the enterprise, for consulting clients, or for commercial sale.


	 


	Developers increasingly want to build rich applications that run in the...
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Client-Server Web Apps with JavaScript and JavaO'Reilly, 2014

	
		As a Java programmer, how can you tackle the disruptive client-server approach to web development? With this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn how today’s client-side technologies and web APIs work with various Java tools. Author Casimir Saternos provides the big picture of client-server development, and then takes you...
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jQuery: Novice to NinjaSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
	
		No matter what kind of ninja you are—a cooking ninja, a corporate lawyer ninja, or
	
		an actual ninja ninja—virtuosity lies in first mastering the basic tools of the trade.
	
		Once conquered, it’s then up to the full-fledged ninja to apply that knowledge in
	
		creative and inventive ways.
	

...
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Mastering SVG: Ace web animations, visualizations, and vector graphics with HTML, CSS, and JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Take the plunge and develop cross-browser-compatible and responsive web designs with SVG

	
		Key Features

		
			Master the art of custom animations and visualizations with SVG, CSS, and JavaScript
	
			Combine SVG with third-party libraries and frameworks such as React, JQuery, D3, and...
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Dreamweaver CS6 Mobile and Web Development with HTML5, CSS3, and jQuery MobilePackt Publishing, 2013

	This book combines accessible, clear, engaging, and candid reference material, advice, and shortcuts with substantial step by step instructions for creating a wide range of HTML5 and CSS3 designs and page content in Dreamweaver. This book is geared towards experienced Dreamweaver web designers migrating to HTML5 and jQuery. It also targets...
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The Definitive Guide to Drupal 7Apress, 2011

	Drupal is a great content management system, a powerful framework for web applications, and a cutting
	edge social publishing platform. Above all, Drupal is more than software—it is a vibrant community of
	developers, designers, project managers, business innovators, technology strategists, user experience
	professionals, standards...
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Joomla! 1.5 JavaScript jQueryPackt Publishing, 2010

	Ever wondered how all the great-looking, feature packed, amazing Joomla! sites are made? Would you like to add image transitions, popups, scrolls, AJAX forms, image galleries, no-page reloads to your website, but are worried that they will be difficult to implement? To make any Joomla! site look more professional, interactive, and interesting...
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JavaScript & jQuery: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
		JavaScript lets you supercharge your HTML with animation, interactivity, and visual effects—but many web designers find the language hard to learn. This jargon-free guide covers JavaScript basics and shows you how to save time and effort with the jQuery library of prewritten JavaScript code. You’ll soon be building web...
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NET MVC (3rd Edition) (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Develop next-generation web applications with ASP.NET MVC 


	Go deep into the architecture and features of ASP.NET MVC 5, and learn how to build web applications that work well on both the desktop and mobile devices. Web development expert Dino Esposito takes you through the web framework’s Model-View-Controller (MVC)...
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WordPress Mobile Applications with PhoneGapPackt Publishing, 2012

	With the explosive popularity of mobile apps and its much anticipated continued growth for the foreseeable future, developers will want to get their hands dirty and build some cool mobile apps. But we know that building mobile apps is not easy: we need to handle cross-platform issues, mobile devices of different screen sizes, not to mention...
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JavaScript: Learn Basics of Scripting Language and Use in Programming Easily(javascript advanced,javascript algorithm,javascript and jquery,javascript beginners guide,javascript interview) (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	JavaScript is one of the oldest programming languages known that are still in use by programmers today. The most beautiful part of this language is that it is relatively simple compared to other programming languages. JavaScriptis a very fundamental language to learn during your early years as a programmer. It has the flexibilityneeded to...
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Drupal 6 JavaScript and jQueryPackt Publishing, 2009
JavaScript: It's not just for calculators and image rollovers.

Drupal 6 is loaded with new features, and not all of them are necessarily implemented in PHP. This unique book, for web designers and developers, will take you through what can be done with JavaScript (and especially with jQuery) in Drupal 6.

With the combination of...
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